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ABSTRACT 

'Ve study the viscous shock profiles in an asymptotic r,/IHD model system. In 

particular, we show the proximity of our model to fvIHD system by studying its 

fundamental properties. "'c prove the existence and boundness of the structures 

of intermediate shock wa,·es in the planar model system and in the non-planar 

model system, respectively. 'Vc also extended the Lin's theorem on the nonlinear 

instability of the travelling wave solut.ions of the Derivative Schroedinger equation 

to our more general model. 
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CHAPTER 1. 

1.1 Introduction 

Ivlagnetohydrodyuamics is the study of the macroscopIC interaction of elec

trically conducting fluids with a magnetic field. As would be expected, both the 

equations of fluid mechanics and of electromagnetism feature in the description 

of magnetohydrodynamics How, each impressing something of its own distinctive 

features on the subject. Therefore. the classical ~IIHD system is described by both 

Maxwell's equations and Navier-St.okcs equat.ions. In this paper, we study the 

viscous shock profiles in ,Ill asymptot.ic rdHD model system. Both MHD and our 

model syst.ellls are hyperbolic syst.em of n conservat.ion laws: 

II/ + f ( II)". = 0, (1.1.1) 

where u and f( II) are u-dimensional vectors. 'Ve are interested in shocks (discon

tinuous solutions) which are relat.ed by the Rankine-Hugoniot jUlllP condition 

f(uJ) - f(II,.) = 8(111- U,.), (1.1.2) 

,,,here 1£/ and II,. are the two st.at.es cross the discontinuity. 

It is known that weak solutions of (1.1.1) with given initial condition are not 

unique. The uniqueness of a weak solut.iou can be imposed by an extra coudition 

which is known as entropy condition. This condition is supposed to yield the 

physically relevant solution, nmllely. the one which is a limit of solutions of the 

corresponding viscolls equat.ion: 

II/ + f(II).1' = (JU/'j' a>O (1.1.3) 

as the viscosity vector a ---1 O. 

A solution 'llu(:r, t) of (1.1.3) is known as a traveling wave which joins'll/ to H,. 

if it. can be written in the form 

( 1.1.4) 
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where the function v( T), -00 < T < 00, sa.tisfies 

lim V(T)=U[, lim V(T)=U r . 
r--oo r-+oo 

(1.1.5) 

Ifuu(x,t) is a t.ravelling wave then (U[. 11,.,8) satisfies the Rankine-Hugoniot equa

tion (1.1.2) and 
rlu 

a-I = f(v) - f(ll.[) - 8(11 -ud· 
( T 

(1.1.6) 

Thus, the existence of t.he shock wave corresponds to the existence of an orbit of the 

vector field which joins t.he singular point. 11.[ t.o singular point 11.,.. This connecting 

orbit is known as the shock layer or the structure for shock wave. 

Consider the followiug ollC:'-dimcnsiollal :MHD equations 

PI + (pl1.).!, = 0 , 

(pU)1 + (pUll + IP* - BoBL· = D 1u u , 

( 1.1.7) 

(;1 + (( (; + P*)/1 - Bu (B . ll) L· = 

In (1.1.7), I is the unit. l1lat.rix, p is the density, p is t.he pressure, U is the velocity 

vector of the fiuid, B is the maguct.ic field. T is the temperature. e is the total energy 

density of the mediulll. flo == ('ollsf. II = (u,ul..). Ul.. = (u,w), B = (Bo,Bl..), 

Bl.. = (B,H), P* = p+ ~IB( 

o 0) :: (Inri D',! = (6 0) 
'7 

where It and I! are the viscosit.y coefficients. '/ is the ohmic resistivity, and n. is the 

coefficient of heat conduct.ion. 

In an ideal non-dissipative system, the characteristic speeds governing the 

propagation of small disturbances arc 

u - C f' 'II - co, II - C". 1/. /I + c.,. /I. + co. U + Cf ' 
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,,,here C f' C a , C s are t.he fast, Alfven, and t.he slow characteristic speeds, respec-

tively, given as 

? ['J 2 1(2./4 4?[? C~ = J;" c j',s = "2 (1.* ± V (1.* - (1.- J;,) . 

Here (I. is the gas sound speed and 

For the lvIHD equations the characteristic speeds coincide if 

(1) Eo = 0 ~ Cs = C(I = O. 
? ? ?? I (2) Bl = 0 ~ Cj' = III{/,r( 0- . c~). ;mc 

'J • ( 'J 'J c- = nn17 ([- C-) 8 .. " (I • 

Tl !' • 1 'J .) lerelore, elt. leI' Cj' = c~ or 'J .) 1 1 c~ = c~, or )ot. 1. 

In case of IvlHD system, for 8 f=. 0, t.he system (1.1.7) can be changed into a 

ODE system describing fro111 (1.1.6) as follows [11] 

d:rJ _ 
p-- = :"1 - b:r'2, 

dt 
da:2 . 

1/-- = -b;rl + 1/;1:2 + E, 
dt 
dF _ 'J 'J. • 

III -It = ,;)(;1'2 + y:;.) + 1, -.1 + p(l', T), 
(. 

dT _ 'J. • 'J 'J - 'J 

h~-It = -,;)(.l'j - b:rJ:r2 + 11 :/':;') - .5(Yi - 2bYIY2 + Fy:i) 
(. , 

- 1::1'2 - .51"2 +.1F - E + dF, T), 

clYl 
11- = I'} I - hi,},), df ' , -. 

dY2 
1/- = -()I)I + FY2. df ' 

(1.1.8) 

(1.1.9) 

(1.1.10) 

(1.1.11) 

(1.1.12) 

( 1.1.13) 

The ahove ODE's systC'm is known as the classical lvlHD system. This system 

has been studied for lllillly years beca1lse of its complicated nonlinea.rity. In [10], 

under an ass1lmption of YI, Y'2 = 0, P. Germain st.udied the above system, and 

shmved some fundamental properties for this system. These properties can be 

stated as follows 

1. there are at most four singular point.s [Ti, i = 1,2,3,4 in the vector field, and 

these singular point.s are ord(~r('d by lllollot.onic increasillg densit.y; 
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2. singular point U1 is an unst.ahle node, U2 or U3 is a saddle, and U4 is a stable 

node. 

3. the above system is a graclient.-like system, and its potential function is non de

creasing function of t.he index; of t.he singular points Uj. 

The connecting orbit. between singular points U1 and U2 is known as the struc

ture of the fast shock wave. The connecting orbit between singular points U3 and 

u.1 is known as the st.ructure of slow shock wave. The cG!1necting orbits between 

singular point.s U1 and U l , U'2 aud U 1, U'2 and Ua and U1 and U1 are known as the 

structures of intel'luediat,(, shock waw's. 

Using the above fundamental propert.ies of the MHD system, P. Germain 

showed that when all t.he "viscosit.y numbers" are positive, there exist.s 1:1 unique 

connect.ing orbit. between U1 and [12 (fast. shock wave). Germain also proved that 

the connecting orbit between U1 , [12 and UJ, U1 does not always exists (intermedi

ate shock waves). In [7], Conley and Smoller, using some topological techniques, 

proved the existence of the cOlUlC:'cting orbit. between Ua --+ u.1 (slow shock wa.ves). 

In [11], :tv!. Hesaaraki prow'cl some result.s for the existence of the structure of fast 

and slow shock wa.ves whell exactly 011(' of t.he viscosit.y llUlllbers is zero and oth

ers are positive, these struct.ures are known as subshock waves. He also studied 

the existence or nonexist.ence of t.he st,l'Itct.urc of fast and slow shock waves when 

transverse component. of llwgndic field equals zero, these structures are known as 

switch-oll aud switch-off shock waves. 

In t.his paper, we st.udy the' st.ruct.u1'('S of shock waves in our a.symptotic MHD 

model problem. This model problem ('merges in t.he asympt.otic limit of one

dimensional ideal gas l1lagnctohydrodywllllics with dissipative. The asymptotics is 

carried out in the vicinit.y of a special constant. state in which all three character

istic speeds of the linearized1/IHD equat.ions coincide. Such point in state space is 

known as a triple umhilic point. To derive our model system in the vicinity of the 

triple umbilic point, we introduce t.he following characteristic varia.bles, 

Ef --+ t; . 
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where Ao = C f = CII = Cs denotes the common characteristic speed. Each state 

variable and the viscosit.y tensor are asymptotically expanded in € in the vicinity 

of the constant state So, 

So = (Po,uo,jJo, uo.Bo.Il'o,Ho ) = (1.1,])0,0,0,0.0), 

with po chosen for the equilibrium .'1.lfv(_'n and sound speeds to coincide. Thus, the 

sta.te variables are expaudcd as 

2 
P = 1 + €{JI + € (J2 + '" . 

and the viscosi ty and the dispersion coefficients are expa.nded as 

/' = ('1'1 + .... 

The expansion parameter f is chosen t.o represent t.he deviation of the Alfven speed 

from t.he sound speed in the vicinity of the triple umbilic point. To this end, we 

take the normal componcnt of the magnetic field (n constant in I-D model) to be 

flo = 1 - f . 

Expansion of the l\IIHD equations up to second order of perturbation results in the 

following system (for lllOl"(' detClils sce [--!] J. 

(1.1.14) 

The variables entering illt,o (1.1.14) w('re rescaled and subscripts ch'opped, c = 

" + 1 and " is the ra t.iC) of specific hea ts. The tlwl'lllodYllalllical variables (density, 

tempera.ture, pressure) are proport.ic)l1,t! to /I. ,IUd the transverse components of 

the magnetic field arc proportional to l' and w, respectively. For mathematical 

simplicity, we take c = 1. The Jacobian matrix for the above system is 

(

II 

A.=l' 
'II' 

u 
/1-1 

o 
w ) 

/I ~ 1 
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The eigenvalues of this matrix ,we II - CI, II - Ci, /I - cs , and we assume them 

to be all real numbers. Here the characteristic speeds C I, Ci, C.s are called fast, 

intermediate and slow. respectively, (lnd are defined as following forms: 

1 ± J1 + 4( 1'2 + ( 2 ) 
C' - ---'--------J .. < - 2 ' Ci = 1. 

This implies that C.s < Ci ::; C I. Therefore, this is a nonstrietly hyperbolic system. 

The above system (1.1.14) can be reduced to the following ODE system de

scribing from the travelling wave solut.ion. Let. :1:' = ;1: - st, then system (1.1.2) 

can be changed into the following syst.em of ODE's 

~ ') ? ? ~'J ? ') 
fIU.r ' = .u(u- + 1'- + w-) - .u( U=- + U=- + Il'=-) - $( II - u_), 

f2V~.' = v(u -1) - 1'_(11._ -1) - $(1' - 11_)' 

(1.1.15) 

(1.1.16) 

(1.1.17) 

where ·Il_. 11_. w_ are limit.ing valut's of 11.1'. ((! as .1" -t -00. This system is known 

as the non-planar model systelll. \Ve also know that ODE syst.em (1.1.15)-(1.1.17) 

is a gradient-like systelll bC'(',l\ls(' t.IH'l'C' C'xist.s (\ potent.ial function: 

such tha.t (1.1.15 )-( 1.2.17) can be rewritten into following form: 

(

fJ 

where U = (u p w)T, and D = 0 
o 

o 0) o . 
f2 

Since singular points of syst.em (1.1.19) sat.isfy jump condition: 

\' P = O. 

(1.1.18) 

(1.1.19) 

(1.1.20 ) 
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It follows that they are coplanar, for example, setting 10_ = 0 which implies all 

singular point.s of system (1.1.15 )-( 1.1.17), lie in t.he same plane of 10 = 0, therefore, 

we can stlldy t.he classificat.ion of the singular points of following two equations 

instead of system (1.1.15)-(1.1.1G): 

flUx, = .5( 1/
2 + 1)2) - .5( 'II.=- + v=-) - s( U -IL), 

f2Vx' = l'(11 -1) - /'_(11_ -1) - ",(0 - v_). 

(1.1.21) 

(1.1.22) 

The above system (1.1.21 )-( 1.1.22) is known as the planar model system. The 

planar model system does not, rule Ollt. the trajectories with nonzero 10_ in the 

transition region. As we know. shock wave admits viscous profiles corresponding 

to the connecting orbit.s between singlllClr points. it can be shown that system of 

(1.1.21) and (1.1.22) has at lllost 4 singular points for given 11_. P_. 

In chapter 2. we show the proximity of the above asymptotic MHD model 

system to MHD system by compnring the fllndmnental properties of IvIHD system 

and our model system. Iu chapter 3. we prove the existence and stability of the 

structures of fast and slow shock waves iu the planar model system. \Ve also prove 

the instability of the structures of intcrmediat.e shock waves and the existence of 

the structures of switch-ou aud swit.ch-off shock waves in this system. In chapter 

4, we extend the Liu's theorem ou the lloulincar instability of the travelling wave 

solutions of Derivative Schroedinger equation to our more gencralmodel, and prove 

the boundness of the structures of intennediate shock waves in the non-planar 

model system. 
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CHAPTER 2. 

2.1 Singular points and their classification 

In this section, we study the fundamental properties of IvIHD model problem. 

These fundamental propert.ies are useful t.o show the existence of the structures of 

shock waves in our model system. The singular points correspond to the asymptotic 

states of the shock wavC's. Therefore. we must. determine that how many singular 

points are in our system, anel what types they me. \Ve begin with the calculating 

the number of sillgular point.s and t.heir classificat.ion for t.he planar model system. 

Let (II, u) be singular points. Thus 

Set 

.5(u2 + u:!) - .5(u:" + u:") - 8(U - 11_) = 0, 

v(a -1) - 1'_(11_ -1) - 8(/1 - v_) = O. 

C2 = I'_(u_ -1- 8). 

Therefore, equations (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) can be rewritten as 

u( /I - 1 - s) = C:!. 

(2.1.1) 

(2.1.2) 

(2.1.3) 

(2.1.4) 

(2.1.5) 

(2.1.6) 

Equntiolls (2.1.5) allel (2.1.G) are kll<l\\'ll as the Hugoniot curves, alld ill our case, 

they me' t.ll(' tIl(' circle tllJ( 1 the hyper! J(»);I. l'<'specti w'ly. For t\\'o elifferen t. cases 

(C1 > 0, C:! < 0) allel (C1 > O. C:! > 0). t.he Hugoniot curves are shown in 

Fig.2.1.1 and Fig.2.1.2. respectivcIy. The illt.crcepts between the curves are the 

singular points in our model system. 
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u u 

__ u=s+ 1 __ u=s+l 
____ +-____ -+ ____ ~~~v _"""""::-\-___ -+ ______ +-~v 

Fig.2.1.1 Fig.2.1.2 

Geometrically, it is easy to observe that t.he equations (2.1.5) and (2.1.6) have 

at most four real intercepts for given C 1 > 0, C2 < 0 or C} > 0, C2 > O. Therefore, 

there are at most four singular points and they may be ordered by decreasing values 

of 'l/.i 's. This is justified as follows. 

From the above figures. we can S('(' t.hnt p = 0 and II = ... + 1 are the two 

asymptotes of the hyperbola (2.1.G). TIH'reforc, if we denote [Ii = (IIi 'Vi) T; 1 ::; i ::; 

4, as the four singular point.s of t.he planar model system, we have the following 

inequality chains with respect to the componcnts of [Ii. 

\~Then C 1 > 0, C2 < 0, hy Fig.2.1.1, we have: 

/11 2:: /12 > .~ + 1 > /1:1 2:: II.,. (2.1.7) 

/'2 ::; /', < 0 < P., ::; 1':1. (2.1.8) 

\i\Thcll C) > 0, C2 > 0, by Fig.2.1.2, w(' bnw': 

It} 2:: 1t2 > .'i + 1 > U:3 2:: 11.·1, (2.1.9) 

Va ::; V., < () < v, ::; 1'2. (2.1.10) 

Since in both cases. t.he /Ii-chnins are the same, t.he singular points [Ti; 1 ::; 

i ::; 4 can be ordered hy lllOllotollic(llly de('l'f'<1sing values of IIi. 
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Theorenl 2.1.1. For ghwn '/I(f.lues of (;onstant.s of integrations C'1 a.nd C'2, there 

e:J;ists a.t most fO'l/.r TenZ 8inguZa:r points U1 , U2 , U3 , u.1 , in the pla:nar model s:lJstem, 

and cach of corresponding states i.~ chaTactcrizcd by thc monotonic dccrcasing value 

of Ui, n(J,mcly, Ui satisFcs the following incq'll.nZity: 

11.1 2: U'2 > s + 1 > 113 2: 1l,1· 

Next, we will describe the classificat.ion of the these singula.r points. Let 

U=U-Uj, (2.1.11) 

I' = I' - Vi, (2.1.12) 

where (Hi, Vi) are the sing1llar point.s in the planar model system. The linear 

equat.ions associa.ted wi th t.he planar ulOdd system are 

or 

where [T = (n D) T and 

Set 

dii 
f I - = (1/; - ,-;) U + U i t\ 

(h" 
£If) 

f'2-,- = U;ll + (II; -1- s)f). 
( ./,' 

d[~ -
__ t [T 
, - ."i( • 

( :7:' 

J... U ' ) (I I 

J...(u'-I-:;) . 
(2 I 

By (2.1.1G), we ha.ve the following elwl'<lCt.('rist.ic equation: 

(2.1.13) 

(2.1.14) 

(2.1.15) 

(2.1.16) 

? 1 1 ] 1 [ 'J ] A- - [-(1/.; - 8) + -(/I; -.-; -1) /\ + -- -1';- + (u; - 8)(/1; - 8 -1) = O. (2.1.17) 
f] f'2 Elf'2 

Since the discriminant of (2.1.17) is positive', 

1 1 ]'J 4 'J ~ = [- ( II i - .-;) - - ( U; - ,0.; - 1) - + --Vi - > 0, 
fl E',! flE2 
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the roots )'1 and /\2 of (2.1.7) are always real and satisfy the following identity 

(2.1.18) 

(2.1.19) 

To determine the types of the singular points, we examine the sign of the 

eigenvalues )'1, ).2. 

Theorenl 2.1.2 For ihc gi'/len '/)nZUC8 of (;071.8i,,:nis of intc,fJTfl.tion, U1 is an '/l,7/,siable 

node, U2 and U3 are .~nd(lle8. nnd U 1 i8 n sinble node. 

Pro of: Let J.: c and ]';iI be the slop('s of t.he' CUl'\"(,S (2.1. 5) and (2.1.6) ill ( l/., v)-plane, 

respectively. They call he cOlllpllt,ecl as follows: 

u 

Kh 

- - u=s+ 1 
----+-----~----~'-~v 

Fig.2.1.3 

}
' V 
\.c=--, 

8-/1 

, .-.;+1-11. 
]\'iI = ---

p 

(2.1.20) 

(2.1.21) 

u 

KI 

-- u=s+l 
~~+-----~----~~~ v 

Fig.2.1.4 

'~Te consider the case of C 1 > 0, C2 < 0 first. At U1, by Fig.2.1.3, we have 

(2.1.22) 
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thus, 

VI 8 + 1 - 1(1 
0<---< . 

oS - VI VI 
(2.1.23) 

For singular point U1 , by (2.1.7), (2.1.8) and (2.2.23), we have VI < 0, 'l1.1-8-1 > 0, 

and 

(2.1.24) 

(2.1.25) 

This implies that the eig(~ll\'Hlues ,\ I and '\2 are positive real numbers at U1 • There

fore. UI is an unstable' node. Similarly. At [/2, U\, we have 

(2.1.26) 

This implies that the eigell\"alues '\J and '\2 have the opposite signs at U2 and U3 • 

Therefore, U2 and U3 are snddles. Finally. at [rl. we have 

(2.1.27) 

(2.1.28) 

This implies that the eigcll\"nlues '\1 and '\2 ,we negative real numbers at u.1• There

fore, u.1 is a stable node. 

For the second casc C I > O. C2 > O. thc same argument as before shows that 

every singular point presCl'W'S its type. Thus. t.lH' proof is completed. 

Froll1 no\\" 011. without the loss of W'llcrnlity. we will assume that C\ > 0, 

Since the orhits originate from the singular points a10ng the corresponding 

eigenvectors, the local behavior ill tll(' neighhorhood of the singular points is de

scribed by studying the oriclltat.iolls of the eigenvectors at each singular point. 

Theorelll 2.1.3 Let C1"±, t±) T be nn eigenvector' (;orTes]JOnding to the eigen'ual'lle 

A± o/the lineaTizerl sy8tem (2.1.1S}--(2.1.14) nt n ,~ingulnT point. For' A+ 'We ha1Je: 

(a) at U1 a.nd U2 , r+/t+ < 0, nnd nt U:\ nnd U1, 1"+/t+ > 0; 



u 

- u=s+l 
-;---------r------~~~v 

Fig.2.1.5 

Proof: By equation (2.1.17), we have 

.1. (u· - s) + .1. (u.. - .'3 - 1) ± J[.l. (l/.' - 8) - .l. (U' - S - 1 )]2 + _4_ V .2 A _ (1 / £2 / q / (2 I £1(2 I 

± - 2 ' 

and by the characterist.ic equation of (2.1.15), we have 

I ,· '/ 

After substituting A± into t.lw nj)(w(' ('(plClt.ioll. 

t± 2Vi 

21 

/' ± E 1 { /2 ( I/. i - 8 - 1) - ~ ( /I i-oS) ± J [ /2 ( /I i - .-; - 1) - t ( II. i - ..,)]2 + (;'( 2 Vi 2 } 

By (2.1.7) and (2.1.8), at. U" or U2 , We' have 

1/.1.'2>8+1. 1'1.2 < O. 

at U3 , or U" we ha.ve 

113,.' < .-; + 1, Va,., > O. 
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Therefore, for 1\+, we have 

V1,2 

\ ( ) < 0, 
E]/+- U],2-8 

and 
1'3,4 - --------~----- > OJ 

E) 1\+ - (113,.1 - 8) 

for ,\ _, we ha.ve 
L 
r_ 

a.nd 

/'-

Thus, the proof is complet.f'd. 
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2.2 Gradient-like system and its potential function 

In chapter 1, we have pointed out. t.hat our asymptotic MHD model system is 

a gradient-like system. In [0] and [13], both Germain and Kulikovskiy showed that 

the potential function P of the classical IvIHD model system is a nondecreasing 

function of the index i of the singular points [Ti, and used this property to prove 

the existence of the structure of fast shock wave. In this section. we will show that 

fundmnental property of the pot.ential functioll P holds also in our model system. 

Let 

By (1.1.18), we have 

and therefore, 

dP = 2Z. 
r/;/,' 

.l'~ 

P(;/:~) - P(·!"I) = 2 f. Zd.1J . 
J.I 

• I 

(2.2.1) 

(2.2.2) 

(2.2.3 ) 

Thus, P is a. nondecreasing function of ;/:'. 'Vhcn point [T along the orbit ~l tends 

to singular point [Ti, iT must t.end t.o zero, l1nd so d(ws tllf' function Z by (2.2.1). 

Theorem 2.2.1 The 8ing'(/.Za.7' point8 [Ii (J.7'e the 8ia.iionn7'Y point8 of the potential 

ju.nction P. 

In section 2.1. we lwv(' shown tlwt. t,ll(' singlllnr points illllon-planar model sys

tem are coplanar, therefor(,. we l1SS11111<' 1/' = O. <mel consider t.he following simplified 

potential fUllction P: 

P = .5[u.3 /3 + u'2( II -1 )]- .;j8[( II - 11_):.1 + (p - 1'_ )'2]- .5( 11._ '2 + v_ '2 )11- v_(I/._ -1 )v. 

(2.2.4) 

Thus, 

oP [ 'J'J, ] -;:) = .5 ( /I. - • .,)- +u- - C I , 
ull 

oP , 
-;:) = u( /I - . .; - 1) - C'2' 
uP 

(2.2.5 ) 

(2.2.6) 
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As before, without the loss of generality, we consider the case C] > 0, C2 < O. To 

obtain Hug'oniot curves, set i~/:> = '!,P = 0, which gives 
(JU f.d' 

r::[(, ,)2 2 C'l-O .0 It - ~ + v - I - , 

u(u -.'i -1) - C2 = O. 

In order t.o describe t.he phase port.rait of the planar model syst.em, it is useful 

t.o consider the regions where PII and P" do not. change the signs. It is easy to 

see that the curves (P" = 0) and (P" = 0) di,'ide (v, 11. )-plane into seven regions 

ni , 1 ::; i ::; 7, as shown in Fig. 2.2.1. In each of these regions, the signs of the Pu 

and Pl' do not. change. 

u 

- - u=s+l 
-4---------+------~~~v 

o 

Fig.2.2.1 

nJ = {(v,u): 1/ > Ua, u> PI, P" > 0, P" > OJ, 

n2 ={(u,v): 1/>112, u<O, P II >0, P,.<O}, 

na = {( 'll, II): u > .-; + 1, P" < 0, PI' < O}. 

n.J = {( 'It, v): P" < (). P" > O}. 

0,5 = {(u, 1'): U < U2. /' < 1',1, P" > 0, P" > OJ, 

nu = {( u, V): /I < $ + L P" < 0, PI' < O}, 

0,7 = {(H,P): 1I < H2. p > O. P" > 0, P" < OJ. 
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Theorem 2.2.2 The potential ju.nction P in (1.1.18) at the 8ingular point8 UJ , 

U2 , U:3 , a.nd u., i8 (J, nond(:(;Te(J,,~ing jll:nction of the index I, 

Proof: Our first step is to usc the total difFercnt.ial of the potential function P in 

order to show t.hat P is ll10l1Ot.onicnlly decreasing with respect to u in n3 and n6 
along the curve (Pu = 0). \Ve compute the tot.al differential of P with respect to v 

as follow 
elP _ P du 
--PlI + u-· 
elv dl' 

(2.2.7) 

Since dIP is restricted to the curve (P" = 0), equation (2.2.7) can be simplified as 
( 11 

Also, 

dP 
-,- = PI" 
( P 

and by (2.2.8), when Clll'\'(' (P" = 0) c n:l or nlj, we have 

riP 
-,-. < O. 
( ./' 

(2.2.8 ) 

(2.2.9) 

(2.2.10) 

From (2.2.10). we can conclude that P is Illollot.onically decreasing with respect to 

v along the curve (Pu = 0) in n:l and n li . By (2.1.8), we have v, > V2, V:l > V.I. 

Therefore, 

P(Ud ::; P(U.). (2.2.12) 

To complete the proof we han' to show that P( U'2) ::; P( U l ). Consider a line 

segment (I) between U'2 a11(l U:l ill the (I'. II )-plal1C' as shown in Fig.2.2.2. V·le will 

show that P is monotonically il1<Tcasillg with respect top along the line segment 

(I) in nej, and this will imply t.lH' inequalit.y P(U2 )::; P(Ud. 
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u 

-- u=s+l 
-4----+-----,..<:+~v 

o 

Fip;.2.2.2 

By (2.1.7), we have 1/2 > 11:1, therefore. the slope l: of the line segment (I) satisfies 

dll 
1.' = - < O. 

dl' 
(2.2.13 ) 

Since the line segment (I) en." and PI' > O. PII < 0 in n." by (2.2.13) and (2.2.7), 

we obtain 
elP 0 -> 
dl' 

(2.2.14) 

along the line segrnellt (1) in n.,. Therefore. P is monotonically increasing with 

respect to v along the line segment. (1) in n.,. I3y (2.1.8), U2 < U:l. Therefore, 

P( [J..! ) :::; P( U:l). (2.2.15) 

Combining the (2.2.11). (2.2.12) and (2.2.15). we obtain the following chain, 

P( FJ ) :::; P( U'.!) :::; P( Ua ) :::; P( CT. j ). 

and the proof is completed. 
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CHAPTER 3. 

3.1 The existence of the structures of fast and slow shock waves 

In [9], P. Germain showed t.he exist.ence and uniqueness of the structure of fast 

shock wave for the classicnl :LvIHD syst.em using t.he gradient. nature of the flow, 

and combining with the topological argument.. Later, A. Kulikovskiy re-proved 

Germain's result in [13J and clarified the mathematical details. C. Conley and J. 

Smoller, using similar but. much refined and sophisticat.ed topological techniques, 

proved the existence of structures of fclst. and slow shock waves in [7J. SO far, we 

know that there is no proof of t.he uniqlH'lWSS of the structure of slow shock wave 

for the classical lvIHD syst.em. The previolls l"C'search was based on the fundamental 

properties of IVIHD system, such as the classification of the singular points and the 

monotonicity of the potential functioll at the singular points, and combined with 

the typical arguments. "7e will follow the similar approach here. 

In this section, we will show the existence of the structures of fast and slow 

shock waves in our model syst.em. In [SJ. COldey and Smoller also showed that the 

dimension of the structures of fnst. ,mel slow shock waves equals the dimension of 

the space where the singular points rCllwin. Similar result also holds in our case 

as well, see chapter 4. III this cllClptCr. we cOllsider t.he planar model system. The 

non-planar case will be st.lldicd in next chapter. 

Since our model systelll is a gradient-like system, there are no cycles or spirals. 

In a planar case, Poiw.:arf'-I3endixson tl1('01'em can be applied to show that the 

orbit ma.y only a.pproach to a sillgulnr poillt. or 'Xl as ;r' -1 ±oo. In order to use the 

PoincClre-Bendixson theorem for our problem. we need to build so-called isolating 

block, which has the property t.hat t.he solution through each boundary point leaves 

the neighborhood in one or the ot.her time direction [18J. There are two natural 

closed regions Df and D" which arc hounded by curves (2.1.5) and (2.1.6), each of 

them contains two singular ponits as shown in Fig. 3.1.1, and they represent the 

isolating blocks which will he used to show the existence of the structures of fast 

and slow shock wa.ves. 
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u 

-- u=s+l 
-4-----+----7"t:+~v 

o 

Fig.3.1.1 

Theorem 3.1.1 Th.cT(~ i8 (f, '/l.1I.1.fj'll.f. m'bit running from UI to U2 in D f and from 

U:3 to U2 in Ds for lLrbitT(J,ry p08iti'IJe €1 (f.nd €2. Along thC8C two orbits, u,(t) and 

v( t) arc stTictly dccrca.8ing. 

Proof: By Fip;.3.1.1 (lnd tlH'ol'<'lll 2.1.2. t.lw closed region D f is an isola.ting block 

contains unstable node [II (lnd s,ldd1(' [;2 as shown in Fig. 3.1.2, This is justified 

by computing t.he directional fields of (1.1.21) and (1.1.22) along the boundaries 

COrreSI)oncling' to the circle ,mel the' h"1)('rb01a wi th (1Ill, = 0 and (II v, = 0, respec-
., ( J: ( J' 

tive1y. 
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u 

+ 

There is only one eigellvector pointing inside the region D f at each singular 

point.. At. [l1, it is all unstable directioll. ,md at U'!" it is a stahle direction. By 

Poincarc-Bendixson theorem, the orhit 1'1111lling into [/'2 along the sepa,ratrix cannot 

escape from D f' it may onl;)· originat.e at U\. Therefore we conclude that there 

exists a unique connecting orbit Ai between U\ Hlld [l2. Furthermore, since D f = n3 , 

along t.he orbit from [l1 to U'!" /1.( t) and 'u( t) are st.rictly decreasing, see section 2.2 

where n;l is assigned as a region where (~/J"" and (~/J~" preserve their negative signs. 

The uniqueness also follows from Poincm6-I3cndixson theorem as illustrate in Fig. 

3.1.2. 

Similarly, D., is an isolat.ing blod~ which cont;lins saddle U3 and stahle node 

U 1 as shown in Fig.3.1.3. 
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Similar arguments can be applied to t.he orbi t originated from the saddle U3 

imply that there is a unique conuccting trajeet,ory between Ua and [1.1, and u( t) 

and v( t) are also strictly decreasing. Thus, the proof is completed. 

Corollary 3.1.1 The str'l/.ct-/I.7'(;.~ of f(J .. ~t a.nd slow .~hod; '/JJ(J:IJes nre bounded for (Lny 

positive tl and t2. 

Proof: Since correspondiug orbits stay inside of D I and D", and both of D I and 

D s are bounded, therefore the st.ntctun's of fast. and slow shock waves are bounded. 

Reillark. The proof of t.he existcnce ll11(lnniqncness of the structure of fast shock 

wave in ~dHD case follows :m idea sirnilllr to one us('cl here, but Poincare-Bendixson 

theorem is replaced by the topological argument allowing parametrize the connect

ing orbit by the level curves of t.he pot,entilll function P as shown in Fig. 3.1.4. 
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The level curves of P intersect with t.he hOlllldary of the isolating block. In 

our case, the proof for showing the slow shock is the same as for the fast shock, but 

in the classical IvIHD system, there is no na.tural isola.ting block which ca.n be built 

by Hugoniot surfaces. For the similar situation, sec discussion on the existence of 

the structures of intermediate shock in our model system. 
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3.2 The stability of the structures of fast and slow shock waves 

In this section, we will consider the behavior of the structure of fast and slow 

shock waves as function of the posit,ive El and E2 In particular, we want to study 

the stability of these solutions as El and 1'2 tend to zero. Here we follow the classical 

definition of stability as used by P. Germain in [10J. 

Definition 3.2.1 The ,~hnd: '1/l(J:IIC solution i8 8t(J,blc, if 

1) the ,q/wc!.; '/lJ(J:ve 11088 e88 C.~ strl/,du.n~; i. e .. the tnl:ud ling '/lJ(J:IJC U (t) exists. 

fOT t < 0 (t > 0) 

Since the same argulllcnts works for bot.h fast. and slow cases, we will describe 

the proof for the fast one onl:r. 

Theorem 3.2.1 If 0' =min{ Ell, E2'I} tenrl.q to zeTO, the corTe8ponding flo'/lJ tends 

to the st(J,te dcfincd by U) for ;r' < 0 thc 8tate defincd b:/j U2 for ;r' > 0, thc 

corwcrgcncc bcing ·u.nifonn out.qide C'OC'f'y Ol)cn intc1"v(J,l incl'/l.ding x' = O. In othcr 

'Word, thc 8tructuTc of fast .~hocl.: 'lJ)(J:()(: i.~ stable. 

Proof: By (2.2.1), (2.2.2) and (2.2.3). we Im\'c 

(3.2.1) 

Let (2), aud (22 be arbit.rary t.wo points on t.he monotone connecting orbit UI and 

U2 with x'( (21) < 0 and :r'( (22) > O. By the monotonicity of potential function P, 

we ha.ve 

/

.J:'(Q2) 

P( U2 ) - P( UI ) > P( Q2 ) - P( Q I ) = 2Z (h'. 
• J"(Ql) 

(3.2.2 ) 

For given arbitrarily small 1', consider D(, a subdomain of D f which does not 

contain E-balls centered at U1 or U2 • Then inside D( 

(3.2.3) 
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where E' = 6E. Set 0' = In,a.1"{ Ell, E21}, then by (3.2.1) and (3.2.3), the orbit which 

joins Q1 and Q2 satisfies 
E' 

2Z> -. 
0' 

(3.2.4) 

Therefore, by (3.2.2) and (3.2.4), we have 

( 3.2.5) 

or 

(3.2.6 ) 

This implies that for ,Ill arhitrary E > O. there exists a b > 0, such that 

, Q I Q . ;1' ( 2) - .1' ( 1) < (;, ( 3.2.7) 

when n -f O. Therefore. by lllOllOt.Ollicity of the orbit.. for .1" tf. (-6.6) 

(u(;r'), v( :r')) -f (1/.1, VI ), f· , or;r -f-OO 

and 

(1l(.1:'),v(.r')) -f (112,112), f· , 
OJ'.1' -f +00 

Thus the proof is completed. 
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3.3 The instability of the structures of intermediate shock waves 

In [10], P. Germain proved the instability of the structures of intermediate 

shock waves according to the definition 3.2.1. In this section, we will show a 

similar result for our planar model system using Germain's argument. 

Theorem 3.3.1 A conncctin!J orbit Tep'f'(~8r.71,tin!J the strUdl/.TC oj intcTmcdia,tc shod: 

'U}a,'uc in the plana:,. 7fwdd 8iJ8te'/!/, dOC8 not c:];i.qt JOT ali Teiation8 betwcen the viscosity 

71,'u.rnbcT8. 

Proof: In Germain's proof, the key assumption is that all quantities of the flow 

which represents the shock waves are finit.e and independent of the viscosity num

bers. Later, this assumption was he proved by Conley and Smoller for MHD case. 

Similar result is valid in our model, see theorem 4.3.1. 

Denote l/.m and V/II (lS the maximulU values of the corresponding quantities. 

Consider the v-equation of our model system, 

riP 
E:2- = /'(11 - '11*) - C:2, 

d;r' 
(3.3.1) 

where u* = .., + 1. is the value which shol1ld he crosscd for the intermediate shock 

waves. Defined 0 the relation 21'/Ilb = IC:2I. TIH'l1 , 011 the segmcnt 

11* - (~ < II ::; II * + b. (3.3.2) 

the following inequality 

01' since C2 -I a 
dl' ') I{ 

E?(-r > -
- d.I" E2 ' 

(3.3.3 ) 

wherc ]{ > O. Now let. :r~ and ,r~ he t.he end points of the interval on the ;r-axis 

for which 
, . 

u(:r:2) = It* + b. 
, . 

It (;r I ) = II * - b. 
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Such an interval must exist for a intermediate shock wave. :tvIoreover, let Q1 and 

Q2 be points in the phase space corresponding to ;r; and 

length of the segment [.r~, .r~l. First, note tha.t 

l ·' . ,:!. 

Z . ell/. )2 dv 2 ( dw )2 dv )2 = El(- + €?(-) + E') - > E?(- . (h' - (h' - (h' - -. dx' 

Since 
2.1 

P(Uf ) - P(U,,) > P(Q'l) - P(Ql) = 21,2 Zd.r' 
1 

\~Te estimate the 

where U f and Ull correspond to the states in front of and behind the shock wave. 

Hence, 

(3.3.4 ) 

According to the 'It.-equation of our system. along the integral curve, we have 

with K2 independent of the dissipation coefficients. Then 

, , 
.r:! - .1', (3.3.5 ) 

Obviously, (3.3.4) and (3.3.5) cannot he fulfilled for llrbi trary relations between 

the viscosity numbers, and we conclude that elll integral curve representing a inter

mediate shock wave does not exist for allrclations between the viscosity nmubers. 

Therefore, according to Germain's defini tion, the in tcrmediate shock does not pos

sess a sta.ble structure. 



3.4 The existence of the structure of 

switch-on and switch-off shock waves 
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In the classical IvIHD system, t.he switch-on (switch-off) shock waves occur 

when the transverse component of the magnetic field downstream (upstream) be

comes zero, and the structures of switch-on and switch-off' shock waves correspond 

to the structures of fast (slow) shock waves in the classical IVIHD system when the 

upstream (downstream) trans\'erse component of the magnetic field becomes zero, 

The existence of the structure for the switch-on and switch-off' lvIHD shock waves 

was done by JVI. Hesaaraki in [11 J where he showed that for given nonnegative 

viscosi t.y parameters p.. /1,1'1 and h~( not. all of them zero): 

(1) If I' = /1 = 0, then the switch-on (md switch-off shocks have no structure, 

(2) If I' #- 0 or /1 #- 0, tlH"l1 both of these shock ha.ve structure, 

For oar planar model system, the st.rll('t.ures of switch-on and switch-off' shock 

waves correspond to the struct.ures of f;lst and slow shock waves in the planar 

model system when C2 eqllals zero, In this c"se, our model system becomes as 

follows, 

[ 
'J'J J 

f j Ii. = .5 (/I - s) - + v - - C j , 

f2i' = v(u - 1 - .s). 

For the above system. if C I > L there nrc 4 sinp;nInr points Ui, 

(i'2: (-JC I -1, 1 + 8); 

0-.1 : (0. -VG; + 8). 

If 0 < C j < L t.hen th(,re mc t.wo singllInr points as follows. 

f).1 : (0, - va; + s ). 

(3.4.1) 

( 3.4.2) 

By definition, the structure of swit('h-on shock wave correspond to the trajectory 

[Tj ~ [T2, and the structure of swit.('h-oft' sIwck waves correspond to the trajectory 

[T3 ~ [T4 as shown in Fig.3.4.1, 
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Next, we will show the existence of the st.ructures of switch-on and switch-ofF 

shock waves using Poincare-Benclixsoll theorem. 

Theorem 3.4.1 If the :;y:;krn {S.4.1}-(3.4.2} I/.{/ .. ~ two 8inguZa.r point:;, then these 

two sing'l/.Za.r point,~ a.Te [T} a.nd 0.,. There e:l:i8t.~ a.n unique oTbit 7"u.nning f7'Om [T} 

to [T" for (LTbitra:ry t}, f2 2: O. If the 8y.~tcm, ha.8 fouT singula:r points for a,Tbitmry 

€}, 102 2: 0, then 

1) there exists a connecting orbit betwccn [T1 a:(ul [T2' [TI a.nd [T:3, [Ta and [T,I, and 

[12 a.nd [T'I, and a orl,e-]Ja.Ta:rnetcr f(J,mily of connecting (J7'bit8 between [11 and [1o!, 

2) the shoc/.: between [T2 a:l/.d [Ta I/.{/ .. ~ no .~t1"l1.dll:re. 

Proof: If 0 < C1 < 1, then there nrC' two singular points in the system of (3.4.1) 

allel (3.4.:2). Set,p = (), t.hCll 

which has an explicit solutic>ll: 

VClJ· 1 

I 1 + I{1 (-'-I - .;c; 
I/. (.1: ) = ,.; + VCI C 1 . 

CI"I 
(3.4.3 ) 

1- ].;1(-'-1-
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This implies that 

u( .1") ........ .; - ,;c:; = 0.1 (18 ;1" ....... +00' 

, r;:;--
u.{:z: ) ....... .., + V C 1 = [11 Cl.'3 ;r' ....... -00. 

Therefore, there exists a cOll11ecting orbi t between 0 1 and 04 along the line segment 

v = O. 

If C't > 1, by lemma 3.4.1, t.here exist. four singular points 111 the system 

of (3.4.1) and (3.4.2), and t.he connecting orbit.s bet.ween 0 1 and 04 are same as 

(3.4.3). 

For the existence of t.h(> connect.ing orbit.s of 0 1 ....... O2 ,md Oa -? 04 , we can 

use a technique similar t.o t.he onc used in t.he proof of the st.ructure of fast shock 

waves. 'Ve define the set. D,'I and D ... ,. see Fip;.3.4.2, which contain the singular 

point.s 01 , O2 , [Ta and 0,1, respective: 

.. ....... ,,' 
" '. " '. " '. ,',' " . 

: .... J)' ..... ,.' 

2 ,,' " ,-'if ," .. 

u 

3 .... ..,' 
~------~~~~~~~~u=s+l 

~--------~--~~~~~~v o .'' ,,' ,:,.' " 

4 

. () .' 
.,' " ss:':' .. , , .. .. .. .. ' .. , ' , , .... 
, ,: ,'. 

Fig.3.4.2 

Previously, we have shown t.hat t.l1<'re (~xists a cOllnecting orbit between 0 1 and 

0.1 along the lille p = O. Therefore. ther!' are no trajectories which can pass through 

the boundary u = 0 of regioll DsI or region D.,s' The other boundaries of DsI or 

Dss, here, the directional field which points out.side of DsI or Dss. Therefore, D$f 
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and Dss are two isolating blocks. By t.heorem 3.1.1, there exists a connecting orbit 

between [Tl to [T2 in Ds}' and [T:l to [T.I ill Ds;!' 

The system under consideration is symmetric with respect to transformation 

v - -v. Therefore, by symmetry, there exists a. connecting orbit between [Tl and 

[T3' Similarly, we can conclude t.ha.t. there exist.s a connecting orbit between [T2 and 

[T4' Thus, we proved the existence of both structures [Tj - [/3 and [T2 - [T4' 

Finally, the shock wa.ve between U2 and U:l has no structure, since otherwise 

it must intersect with the connecting orbit [Tj - 04 , Thus we completed the proof 

of the theorem 3.4.1. 



CHAPTER 4. 

4.1 The existence of the structures of intermediate 

shock waves in the planar model system 

40 

Conventionally, intermediate shock waves were considered extraneous, and not 

thought to exist in physi('al reality. There are many different arguments for the 

inadmissibility of the intermediate sho('k waves. Overall, there are three different 

arguments. The first argument was provided by P. Germain [9], who proved that 

when /\ 1 is much larger than /,., there ar<' no structures of intermediate shock waves 

in the classical MHD system, and ac(,ording to his definition of stability, such shock 

is unstable. 

The second argument for considering int.ermediate shocks unphysical was pro

vided by Akhiezer et al [2]. It is based on lineal' stabili ty considerations of ideal 

full IvIHD system. They studied t.he' evolution of the small perturbations of a 

shock wave. It follows from linear theory t.hat a stable shock should have (17 - 1) 

number of outgoing waves, and corresponding eigenvectors together with the jump 

across the wave should be linearly independent, where 17. is the number of equations 

(11 = 7 in lvIHD). Intennedinte shock wayes have no solutions, and thus based on 

this "evolutionary condition." int.enn<:,dint.e shocks should he disregarded. 

The third argumC'nt. WllS proposed by Kant.rnwitll, (md Pet.schek in 1964. Their 

argument assumes that au Alfvcn waw' perturbation hits an intenuediate shock. 

Then, since the shock speed in the of fluid Ydocity is super-Alfvcnic ahead and 

sub-Alfvcnic behind the int.ermediat.e shock, t.he Alfv<:'n perturbation can neither 

propagate ahead of t.he shock. 110r stay 1whill<! the shock. FnrthermOl'e, since the 

IvIHD shock waves arc planar by l\'IHD Rankine-Hugonoit jnmp conditions, the 

plane of the magnetic fielel can not. rot.llt.e across the shock wave, therefore, the 

Alfven wave can not. exist. in the middle' of the sIwek wave. Thus a flow containing 

an intermediate wave does not. have Hlly neighboring solutions corresponding to a 

small change in the boundary conclitiollS which requires an arbitrarily small angle 

of rota.tion of the plane of the magnetic field. Since the magnetic field is expected 
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not to be purely planar, Kantrowitz and Petschek concluded that the intermediate 

shock waves can not occur in the nature. 

(1) Kantrowitz and Petschek argument im plici tly assumes linear wave inter

action similar t.o the one used to the "evolutionary" argument by Akhiezer et a1. 

(2) In fact, the wave interaction is nonlinear due to the degeneracy of magneto 

sonic waves and it turns out t.hat Alfven wave indeed can be "stuck" inside the 

intermediate wave. 

Our st.udy of intenncdiat.e shocks was originated from numerical results which 

was provided by Iv!. Brio in [4]. who showed some nmnerical solution for the struc

tures of intermediate shock wayes in his l\THD plallar model system when the ratio 

of the viscosity munbcrs satisfies;'; ::; 50. III this spction. we will give several ana

lytic proofs for these llulllcrical results. The idea is to build an isolating block for 

t.he possible COlllleeting orhit. t.hell 11se Poillcan'>-Bf'nc1ixson tJu>orem to show the 

existence of the solution. The construction is drast.ically different from the one used 

for the structures of fast and slow shock waves. there are no natural isolating block 

which can be found for the struct.ures of intermediate shock waves. In order to find 

the boundaries of an isolated hlock for sllch st.r11ct.lIn" first. we show the boundness 

of the structures of intermediat.e shock wm'es, secolld, we determine the relation 

between the orientation of the eigenvector ilnd the ratio of viscosi ty number !J. at 
- (2 

the singular points U2 and [1.,. \\le will lmild an isolating block by combining two 

results. The first result, the bound ness of t.he structures of intermediate shock is 

proved in Chapter 4, and cau be described as follows. 

If the structure of illternH'diat.e shock wnve exists III the nonplanar model 

system, then it is bounded. In part.icular. for the connecting orbit U1 --. U3 , we 

have 

for connecting orbit U2 --. [1." we lw\'(> 
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for the connecting orbit [/1 ~ u.1, we have 

To describe the second result, consider the eigenvector originates at saddle [/2 and 

[/:J as shown in FigA.1.1. 

u 

-- u=s+l 
-;---------+------~~~v o 

Fip;.4.1.1 

Suppose, one of the cigcll\'cctor (/''2, t'2 ) T Cl t U'!. coincides with the line I con

m~cting U2 and Ua. Then. 
"2 _ . - -I,. 
t2 

where I,~ is the slope of 1. By t.llCorclll 2.1.3. we have 

(4.1.1) 

211'2 
------------,==============_ = I,:. 
€1{-L(1l.? -.., -1) - -L(ih - 8) + I[-L(/I') -.S -1) - -.1 (U2 - ..,)]'2 + _-I_V'!.2} 

~2 - (I - V (2 - (I (1~2 

(4.1.2) 

Solving the above equation for !.L, we ohtain 
(2 

v'!. + 1,:( 11'2 - ,.,) 
-------- = (/.]. 
1'~(II'2 -1 -,..; + 1,'u2) 

(4.1.3) 
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Similarly, if we let the eigcnvect.or (1':3, t:l)T at U3 coincides with the line l, then we 

have 
I':l _ . 
- -I", 
t:l 

or solving' the above equat.ion for !!J... we obtain 
(2 

U3 + I,' ( 11:1 - s) 
-------- = (l2· 
/.:( 113 - 1 - ,., + 1':/)3) 

'~Te collect the above result.s in to the following lemma. 

( 4.1.4) 

(4.1.5) 

Lemma 4.1.1 If ~ ~ = (ll ()'{' (/2, i8 hold. then (1'2, t2 ) T ()1' (/'3, t:l ) T coincidc with 

thc linc l. 

U sing lemma 4.1.1 <md the bOlllldlH'SS of the structures of intermediate shock 

waves combined with Poincan;-Dclldixsoll theorem, we can show the existence of 

the structure of intermedia te shock W<lYCS in the planar model system as stated in 

the following theorem. 

Theorenl 4.1.1 If thc pla:rUl.Y' nwdd .~y8tern ha.8 fO'll.T 8ing'll.Z(J.T point.s, thcn thcY'c 

cxists a positivc 71:nmbcT 0', 8'/u;h tha.t 

(1) if;;' < min { a 1, (/2} 01' (\. tlwn the (;(lnn(~cting O'rbit8 betwcen U1 a.nd U3 • U2 a.nd 

U1 , and U1 a.nd [1.1 cxi$t. MO'f'(~O'/)(~T. the (;onne(;ting ()1'bit8 U1 -> U3 a.nd U2 -> [1.1 

aTC unzquc, and connecting ()'/,bit8 [II -> [1,1 form a. 07/,e-]J(J.Ta:rneieT fa:mily; 

(2) if ~~ = 0'. then there i8 a. cO'll:rwding o'{'bit bet'/JJewn U2 a:lul U 3, (J.nd thCTC (LTC 

no connccting o'{'biL~ bd'/IJr:en UI a:lul Ul. [12 a:rul [7,1. a.nd UI (J.nd U1; 

(3) if !!J.. > 0'. then a.ll intr~1''IT/,(!(lia.tc 8hor:l.: 'IJ}a.'Oe8 I/'(/:I)(~ no .~tT'l/.Chl,TC. 
(2 ' 

Proof: 'Ve start by describillg first tIj(' dirf'diollal field of the planar model system. 

For (1), by Fig.2.2.1. the zl.'ro slope ('ItlT('S of the planHl' model system divided U-1/. 

phasc plane into 7 regions ni ; 1 :::; i :::; 7. Depending on the sign of FdU),F2 (U) 

in each ni , we ha.ve 

du 0 -> 
elv ' 

dll 
- <0 
elu ' 

(1', u) E int(ni), i = 1,3,5,6; 

(1'. u)Einf(n i ), i=2,4,7. 

Therefore, the directional field of our syst.elll is as shown ill Fig.4.1.2. 

(4.1.6) 

(4.1.7) 
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u 

-- u=s+l 

FigA.1.2 

'\Ie now consider the existcnce of t.h<' COlllH'cting orbit [11 -- [Ta. For this 

problem, we can use holtlldncss of COllllcding orbit U j -- UI, lemma 4.1.1 and the 

a.bove structurc of the dircctional field to build an isolating block which contains 

singular points [Tj, [T2 and U:3. "Te denote the boundaries of this region as shown 

in Fig. 4.1.3, 

B:3 = {u = /,:(V - 1'2) + 112 : l.: = 112-
11

:. /!.) < /l ::; Va }', 
1'2-1':~' --

B.I = {fast shod: st1'ucture [11 -- U2 } 

Bs = {V(ll - S - 1) = C2 :1'1 ::; p ::; ;;f-;-1 }. 

Again, note that this isolating hlock is not a "natural" one in comparison to 

the one used for fast and slow shock wnw's here, or by previously mentioned a.uthors 

in case of classical IvIED equations. 
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u 

Fig.4.1.3 

To show that region D is an isolat.ing block consider an orbi t ~( which originates 

from U j into D along the scparat,rix at CI as is gllarant.eed by lemma 4.1.1 for ~ < 
min{aj,a2}, and it is int.ersecting wit.h t.he h01111dary of D. On t.he B j,B2 ,B:3,B5 , 

Fig.4.1.2, the directional field is out.going, H, is an orbit of the system. Therefore, 

I' can not intersect with H,. If J' intersect with the other boundaries of D, it must 

leave D as :r' increasing and can never ret.urn t.o D. On the other hand, there is 

no eigenvector pointing illsidc of D nt [12 by lemma 4.1.1 for ~~ < m:in{aj,ad. 

Therefore, the orbit J', by PoincHl'c-13C'lldixson t.heorem, may only originate at U j • 

The argument used to show the Illliqll('JlCss of [II -t [12 and U:3 -t U j also applies 

here. 

Similarly, for t.he C'xistence of the cOlllH~et.ing orbit. of U2 -t U" we can build 

an isolating block which cont.ains sillgular points U2, U;j and U j • \~Te denote the 

boundaries of this region !\" as follows: 

BI = {II = I,:(v - /)2) + 112: I,: = lI',-II't 

1'2-1':', ' 
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B2 = {slow shock si1'uciu./'c U1 --t U1}; 

B3 = {v('ll- oS -1) = C'2: -i2-t-1 :::; l' :::; v·d; 

B - {." - "" mC" 0 < " < C 2 }. 4 - L· - ., - V vI· - L' - -.,fV\ -I ' 

B5 = {(v.-.s)2+V2 =C'2: lI2:::;U :::;O}; 

Using the above boundaries and the directional field Fig.4.1.2, we obtain an

other closed region J( as shown in Fig.4.1.4. 

u 

Fig.4.1.4 

\Ve can use the SHnl<' 'lrgullH'llt which we 118('(1 for D to show that the region J{ 

is an isolating block and by Poiucad'-I3C'lldix8on theorem to couclude that U2 --t U1 

has an uniqne structure. 

Next, we consider the existence of t.he connecting orbit. between U) and U1• 

Since we have shown the existence and uniqueness of the foul' connecting orbits: 

U) --t U2 , U1 --t U3 , U2 --t U1 , and U:3 --t U1, we can use these four connecting 

orbits to bound a closed region 0 as shown ill Fig.4.1.5. 
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y 

-4----\---t--I--7'~_f.(_-~x 

FigA.1.5 

Since [11 and U, are llllst,ilhk node lInel st.ahle nocle respectively, there exist 

infinity many orbits /i: i = 1. ex: originat.ing froIll [II into 0, and these orbits 

can never leaye 0 because the region () is bounded by the orbits of the system. 

Therefore, the region 0 is <1n isolating block. By the uniqueness of the connecting 

orbits U1 -, [12, U1 -- U:l, U'2 -- U, and Ua -- U4 and Poinca.rc~-Bendixson 

theorem, we conclude that the orbits ~(i must be the connecting orbits U1 -- u'1 in 

the region O. 1vloreo\'er, since all these orbit.s must intersect with the line segment 

u. = .5 + 1, this shows that t.here is n. Olw-parameter family of the connecting orbits 

between U1 and u',. Thus, the proof of case (1) has been completed. 

For case (2), to discuss the existence of the connecting orbit U'2 -- Ua, we first 

examine the behavior of the orbi t for sllfficiently large ~. Since the directional 
• - (2 

field tends to be hori;wntal for sufficiently larp'(, ~. the orbits orig'inatirll" from [T.J 
• <:> (2' 0-

and Ua along the separatricies (IS shown in Fig.4.1.G. will intersect with the circle 

(1~', = 0 at (u*,v*) and (/1.**.1'**) for sufficiently large 1;1:'1. 
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u 

~----------+-----~---4--~~v 

(u**. v**) 

FigA.l.G 

In order to show the existence of a cOllnecting orbit between U2 and U:", we 

first show that the orbits are continllously depended on .z;. ill this case. As we 

know. the theorem of t.he continuous dependency on the parameter for the solution 

in ODE is valid for the fillite t.illle', hut. ill our problem, the orbits which originate 

from the singular point.s arc defined Oll t.he infinity time interval. \iVe divide the 

entire time period of the orbit.s into two time' periods. The first time period tl 

corresponds to the orbi ts which origincl t(' from t.he singular point U2 or U:", and are 

in a E-neighborhood of U'2 and Ua. The s('colld time period t2 is defined to be a finite 

time interval corresponding to the orbit.s which are outside the E-neighborhood U'2 

or U3 , and intersect with the circle ;:~~ = O. In the first time period, we can 

use Grobman-Hartman theorem [G] to show the continuous dependence on the 

parameter z;. for the solution in our ODE syst.em. In the second time period, we 

can use the theorem of the continuous depcndence on the parameter for the solution 

of ODE. Next, we describe the t.wo steps in detail. 
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Step 1. Since 11;:/, < 0 inside the circle, u* :::; li'2 and U3 :::; u**. Now, we will show 

that orbits which have been shown in Fig.4.l.G are continuously depended on :~ 

for sufficiently large ~~. Set p = ~~, and choose an orbit ,(p) which originates from 

U2 or U3 • "ie will show that "y(p) is cont.inuous with respect to P for sufficiently 

large p. 

For an arbitrary positive number f > 0, and for any sufficiently large PI and])2 

Where])1 > ])2, by Grohman-Hartman theorem, for an arbitrary positive number 

e > 0, there exists a positive number 8 > 0 such that IpI - P21 < 8, and 

in the e-neighhorhoocl of the saddle point [12 or U:J for .T' :::; t], where i] E R. 

Step 2. Set ~fO(PI,2) = ~f(]Jl,2,.T' = t]). and define l'o(P) as new initial condition 

for the system. Since 

by theorem of continuous dependcnce on the parameter for the solution of ODE, 

within the finite time t'2, and ;/" = t] + t'2' we have 

where C is a constant. Therefore, we can conclude that ,(p) is continuously de

pended on p for sufficiently large p and .r' E (-00, i l + t2)' Since the directiona.l 

field becomes horizontal when p is in(,reasing, we have U*(Pl) > U*(P2) as shown 

in Fig.4.1.7. 
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u 

FigA.1.7 

Similar argument can he llscd to shows that. an orbit which originates from 

U3 is continuously depended on p for sufficiently lmge p. Now, combining the two 

results described above, with the exist.ence results of [T1 -; [T3 orbits, state the 

fact, see Fig. 4.1.8, we conclude the proof of the existence of the connecting orbit 

[T2 -; [T3. 
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u u 

p<a p>a 

Fig.4.1.S 

In case (1), when p < Inin{a),(/.2} or jJ < CI, two orbits which originate from 

U2 and U3 terminate at U 1 and U), respectively, thus intersect with the curve 

({;/~', = 0) at (u*, v*) and (11.**,1'**), respectively, where 1l* ::; ll:j Clndll** ~ H2. By 

FigA.1.5, when p is sufficiently large, 1I* ~ l/3, and /1.** ::; '112. In both cases,1/.* 

and u* are on two different sides of 11:3, and //** andu** are on two different sides 

of 11.2. Since 'y(p) is continuous with respect to p, by mean value theorem for the 

continuous function, we conclude that there exists a mean value n such tha.t the 

two orbits which originate from [12 anel UI, rcspcctivelly, have a common point. 

This becomes 11 connecting orbit. betweell U2 and UI for jJ = 0'. In this case, the 

connecting orbits U1 --t U3 , [/2 --t U1 and [II -) UI no longer exist. 

Finally, case (3) follows from t.he ahove' discllssion of case (2) glven m as 

shown ill FigA.1.S for jJ > (I. It shows that, for jJ > (\, all intermedia.te shock wave 

have no structure. Thus, the proof of t.he entire theorem is completed. 
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4.2 Nonlinear stability of the structures of intermediate shock waves 

Previously, we have mentioned several difFerent arguments about the nonlinear 

stability of intermediate shock waves. In section 3.3, we proved the instability of 

intermediate shock waves in our asymptotic lVIHD model system using Germain's 

arguments. In this section, we introduce Liu's theorem on the existence and non

linear sta.bility for the viscous shock waves in the general strictly hyperbolic system 

a.nd his recent work on the non-strictly hyperbolic systems. Then we will study 

our asymptotic lvIHD model system following Liu's discussion. YVe introduce Liu's 

theorem. 

Theorem 4.2.1. (Liu's Theorem) A8.~·l/.mc. 

DII Df( II ) ) 
-+--=( 
Dt D:/' 

( 4.2.1) 

is str-icily hYPcTbolic and cach c/w.TacicTi$tic .,h:eld is cithcr- gcnuinely nonlinca'r or

lincar-lN dcgcnc1'(J.tc. A L~o (J.8MI.1lI.(: that thcTC (::[:i8t.~ (I. choicc of I j ('/l) and 7'i (lI.), I = 

1,2,3, ... ,n, so that thc '/JiSCOL~itN 7f/.(l.tTi:l; B( II) fm' following cfj'/l.(l.tion: 

Du + Df(u) = ~(B(I/.)Du) 
Dt D:r D.I' D,T 

(4.2.2) 

satisfics 

B(u) = (ldu), ... ,I/l(u))I. B(ll)' (rdu), ... ,7'n{U)) > 0 

Thcn, '/IIcak visco·//.$ L~hod: 'I1Ia:II(;8 (1.7'(: 8table. Mo7'f: pTcciseiy, gi'ucn 'lJZSCO'/l.S shock 

'U}O:UC8 <p(:r - ait),i E P = {PI. ""PII}' 1 ::; jJl < P'2 < ... < jJl ::; n, pcr-ta.ining to 

jh-cha,'f'adcTi8tic .fr:cld, <!)Pj(-oo) = iii-I. (P/'j(+:X::') =ii.j, i = 1,2, ... ,1, thc solntion 

'u(x,t) 'With 

/l(;V, t) = L 1)j(:r) + 17(:1'. t), 
iEfY 

cxists and tcnds to thc tTa.nsla.tcd .~hocl.; 'U!(J:IICS: 

fi.(±OO,O) = 0 

lim sup 1(/.(:1', t) - L <Pi(.r + :I'i - ajt)1 = 0, 
/-= -=<j.<= iEf) 
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]JTo'/Jided tlw.t the msco'l!.s .~hocl.: '/IJ{J,'ues rP]Jj, i = 1,2, ... , I, (J.Te s·lI..fficiently 'Weak 

a.nd tlw.t the pcTi'l!.Tbation n.(:t:, 0) is <~·lI..fficicntlil Mna.ll in Loo(:r) a.rul tends to zeTO 

sufficiently fa.st a.s ;z; ---t ±oo. MOTco'lIcT, thc consta.nt Xi, i = 1,2, ... , I, a.Te deter

mincd nniq·u.cly by 

The above theorem can not. be applied t.o our asymptotic MHD model prob

lem due to its non-st.rictly hyperbolicit.y. In [14], Liu showed t.hat the nonlinear 

stability of the structure of shock waves in a special non-st.rict.ly hyperbolic system 

of conservation law depends on the relative size of flux which can be absorbed by 

the structure of shock waves (this is det.ermined by t.he dissipat.ive coefficients), and 

the flux carried by the perturbation. I3ecause of t.hese facts, we are motivated to 

seek a similar result for our asymptotic I\H-ID model system. By theorem 4.1.1, we 

have shown tha.t t.here exist.s a one-paramet.er family of connectiug orbits between 

the singular point.s U] and U 1 when z;- < n. Now we are going to generalize Liu's 

discussion in [17] to study the st.abilit.y of the connecting orbits between U] and U1 

in our asymptot.ic lvIHD lllodel SYSt.Clll. 

Let. C) = j3€2, where j3 is an arbit.rary const.ant., aud reset. .r' = )'-81. Therefore, 
• ( I 

our planar model system can be changed into t.he following ODE 

dll [ 'J') ] -,- = .5 (II - .~) - +1' - - C) , 
( :1" 

elu . 
- = 17[v(1I - S -1) - C2 ]. 
d:I" 

(4.2.3 ) 

(4.2.4 ) 

Given a perturbation (u., D) of a travelling wave (Il], VI )( X') for the above system, 

let 
:1' -.'3i 

( II, v)(:r, t) = {ii., i~ )(.r. t) + ( II] , V] )( ), (4.2.5 ) 
€] 

( n, ii )( .r . 0) ---t O. {/.8 1.1'1 ---t 00. 
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Since the planar model systelll IS III conservation la.ws form, we have two time 

invariants: 

1+= /+00 
n(;r,t)d:r = n(:r,O)dx, 

-= . -00 t > 0, ( 4.2.6) 

1+= /.+= 
v(:r,t)d:c = v(:r,O)d:r, 

-= . -00 t > 0. (4.2.7) 

To study the stability of a travelling wave (11. 1, vJ)( x'), we investigate first possible 

effect of a perturbation. In view of the fact that travelling wa.ves can only be 

orbitally stable and that there are infinitely many travelling waves with the same 

end states U1 and u." we see that the perturbation would produce a difFerent 

travelling wave, properly translated. Taking the time invariants (4.2.6) and (4.2.7) 

into account we assume that the solution (u,o)(:r.t) converges to SOllle tra.velling 

wave (uz, V2 )(:r') translated by certain amount .ro such as: 

(/8 t ----+ ex), ( 4.2.8) 

provided that the corresponding time im'ariants are zero: 

/
.+= /+0C 

u.(:r, t)d.r =11.(.r, ° )d:r = 0, t ~ ° . -00 . -= 
(4.2.9) 

1+= /+= v(:r,t)(/:1: = v(:r,O)d:r = 0, t ~ ° 
-= .-= 

(4.2.10) 

where (1/., v) is defined as 

__ _ :/' + :ro - 8t 
( l/., 0 )( :r, t) = (Ii., [j )( .1', t) + liZ ( ), (4.2.11) 

t1 

or by (4.2.5) 
= = _ .1' - ."t .r + :ro - 8t 

(u,v)(:I'.t)=II+ud )-IIZ( ). (4.2.12) 
tl t1 

Conditions (4.2.9) and (4.2.10) follows LJ--converges assumed in (4.2.8). The sta-

bility question can be formulated as follows: given a perturbation (n, u)(:r, 0) of 

a travelling wave (uJ,vJ}(:I"), is there another travelling wave (llZ,V2)(:z:,t) and a 

translation :Z:u so that (1I.,v)(:/,,0) defined by (4.2.12) carry zero integral (4.2.11)? 

In theorem 4.1.1, we have proved that there exist a one-parameter family of the 
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connecting orbits bet.ween U, and u., when ~ < Ct. The translation :1:0 is another 
(2 

paramet.er. Therefore, we have t.wo unknowns parameters to be determined which 

are the initial shape of the perturbat.ion and the translation Xo. 

If the viscosity strength 10] and 102 are fixed, and the perturbation (u,'iJ)(t,O) 

is sufficiently small, then we are able to satisfy the two time-invariants (4.2.6) and 

(4.2.7) with suitable choice of these two parameters. In other words, all conneding 

orbits between U1 and u.1 are nonlinear st.able for fixed viscosity strength 10],102 in 

the sense that a small perturbation of a travelling wave would produce another 

nearby travelling wave with a small translation. 'Ve regard this as the weak non

linear stability. 

Next, we want to know whether for a given fixed perturbation, a travelling 

wave the solution would converg;c' t.o another t.ravelling wave for vanishing viscosity 

strength. In other words, We' nrc in ter('stC'd ill the st.a hili ty uniformly in the viscosi ty 

strength. It turllS out that. the travelling waves hert' are not stahle ill this stronger 

sense. ,iVe choose the perturbation ('ii, v) with 

j
.= 

A. =. _ex:, U(;r,O)d:r' i=- 0. (4.2.13) 

From (4.2.9) and (4.2.10), we can substitute for [1'(;1:,0) and rewrite A as 

j.+= 1'+ l' l' . ,,0 . . , 
A. = [U2( ) - ud-)]d:r . 

• _00 f1 1:1 

Since the functions (1/1, t'l )(:r') depelld oIlly on .1'-"', we have 
( 1 

.1' 
(4.2.14) Y = Yo 

To show that the above identit.y fails for f] sufficiently small, we need only to show 

that the int.egral 

j
.+X> 

. -:xc [1'2(Y + Yo) - UI (U)]dy (4.2.15 ) 

is uniformly bounded for any choices of 11'2 and Yo. 
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Using the estimate on how fast that [V2(X' )-VI (:1:')] decays to zero as x' ~ ±oo. 

Suppose (u, v)( :r') be an a.rbit.rary connecting orbit between [/j and U4 • Thus 

Vii > 0, 3j\1 > 0, such that 

Iu - 'Ill I < 8; Iv - vII < 8; for :r' < -.1\1, 

for x' > JI1. 

Therefore, integral (4.2.15) can be rewritten as 

1
+00 r-M 

-00 [V2(Y + Yo) - vdv)]dy = .1-00 [U2(y + Yo) - vdv)]dv 

+ rH 

[V2(Y+Vo)-vdu)]dy+ r+ 00

[V2(Y+Yo)-vdy)]dy. 
.I-!11 .1M 

(4.2.16) 

To show the boundness of the integral (4.2.15), by Cauchy's principle, we only need 

to show the bounclness of the integrals 

and 

/

'+00 
[V2(U + Uo) - udU)]dy. 

.M 

(4.2.17) 

(4.2.18) 

Let's consider integral (4.2.17) first. The idea is to substitute II = lIj + tJ and 

II = 'Ill - 8 into (4.2.4), and obtain two lle'W equations which are defined near the 

singular point U1 with respect to two different values of I£. The resulting equations 

are as follows: 

dv J C' - = /J(alv - 2), 
cia:' 

ell'. , 
- = j3( a 2 P - ( 2 ), 
d;z:' 

(4.2.19) 

( 4.2.20) 

where (/,1 = /3(1I1 + (j - 8 -1), (/2 = /3(1I1 - 8 - 8 - 1) are two positive constants. 

The two equations (4.2.19) amI (4.2.20) call 1w solved explicitly, 

, .(.,1) _ I" I:/(/IJ,I C'2 
1'111 +h.t - \.1 C + -, 

(II 
(4.2.21 ) 
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( 4.2.22) 

where /{1, f{2 are two integratioll constants. Since (/'1, (£2 - a = ;J(U1 - S - 1) > 0 

as b - 0, and vex') is bounded by V1l1 +6(.Y') and V1Lt -6(X') near the singular point 

U1 , 

as b - O. (4.2.23) 

From (4.2.23), 

( 4.2.24) 

where f{* is an integration constant. Thus, we proved the boundness of the integral 

(4.2.17). Similarly, we can show that vCr') has the following form near the singular 

point U4 , 

( ' I"' IJ/,!.I C',> v:r)rv \.c· +--, 
b 

(4.2.25 ) 

where b = ('ll.j - S - 1) < 0 and /\."' is em int,cgration constant.. Therefore, we have 

( 4.2.26) 

where J{** is an integration constant.. Thus, we proved the boundness of the 

integral (4.2.18). Therefore, we conclude that the integral (4.2.15) is uniformly 

bounded, and (4.2.14) implies A :=:; eEl. This will be violated for E1 sufficiently 

small. In other words, the travelling wave solutions between U1 and U4 are not 

stable uniformly in the viscosity strength. 
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shock wave in the non-planar model system 
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In this section, we study the structures of intermediate shock waves in the non

planar model system. In order to show the existence of the non-planar structures 

of intermediate shock waves, we begin with the study of the local behavior of these 

orbits near the singular points. As before, we must determine how many singular 

points there are in the non-planar syst.em, and classify their type. Consider the 

following system, 

C2U.[, = v(lI - 1 - s) - C2, (4.3.2) 

C2'W J " =w(u - 1 - 8), (4.3.3) 

where C} = (1I_ - sf + u:" and C2 = ('_(u_ - ,<; - 1). \Ve choose 'W_ = 0, 

so tha.t the singular points of t.he ahove' SystClll are coplanar with respect to the 

planc w = O. Therefore, in the above syst.em, there are a.t most 4 singular points 

Uj = (Uj,vj,O);i = 1,2,3,4, and the u,p-components of the singular points a.re 

the same as in the planar model system. Next. we consider the linearized system 

associat.ed with the non-plarwr model syst.C'm 

1 
llJ:' -[(Uj - s)u + I'jv], 

El 

1 
VJ:' -[ViII + (Uj - 1 - ~)v], 

E2 

1 
W J:, = -(Uj - 1 - s)w. 

E2 

Therefore, a matrix corresponding to the 11 bove linear system is 

Set 

( 4.3.4) 
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or by (2.1.15) it can be written as 

1 
det(A.( - /\J)[-(Uj -1- 05) - /\] = 0, 

('2 
(4.3.5 ) 

where A( is defined in (2.1.15). Thus, the two out of the three eigenvalues of A(, Al 

and /\.~ are the eigenvalues of ..1(, and their signs have been determined by theorem 

2.1.2. For the third eigenvalue /\3 of A(, by (4.3.5), we have 

1 
-(ui-l-05). 
('2 

Since l/.1,2 > 05 + 1 and 11.3,.1 < .~ + 1, we have /\3 > 0 at U1 •2 , and A3 < 0 at U3,4. 

The vector (0,0, c) T is an eigenvector corresponding to A3 at each singular point, 

where c is an arbitrary constant. Therefore, there exist the outgoing orbits from 

U1 and U2 and the orbits coming int.o U:l and u.1 along the eigenvector (O,O,c)T, 

as shown in Fig. 4.3.1. 

w 

Fig.4.3.1 

The following theorem st.ates <Ill importnllt property of orbits ill our lllodel. 

The construction used in the theorelll lllay he llsed to build an isolating block 

needed for the existell('e proof of t.ll<' st·rllctlll'l'S of intenrwdiate shock wa.ves. 
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Theorem 4.3.1 If the sir'l£cinres of intermedinte shoe/..: 'IJ}(J:ues exist, then they nrc 

bounded. 

Proof: vVe assume that there are four singular points in the non-planar system, 

and the structures of intennediate shock waves exist where w i- O. 

First., we consider t.he connecting orbit U1 ---+ U3 as shown in Fig.4.3.2. 

u w u=s+l 

--Jt------I---~'-:f-~v ~r---_+~_T--~~~ u 

(a) (b) 

Fig.4.3.2 

Since the eigenvector (0,0, c) T point.s outside of the sphere (1;.', = ° at U1 , a.nd 

U3 < U1 , the connecting orbit. lllust cross through the inside of the sphere to reach 

U:3. Therefore, t,he (f.-component of this orbit reaches i t.s extrema on the sphere 

since (1~', = 0, and also satisfies 

113 ::; /I ::; 8 + VC:;. 

For v-component of this orbit, reaches it.s ext.rema on the surface (~/:, 

satisfies 

0, and 

For tv-component, since U3 < ,.; + 1 < u I, t.he orbit must cross the plane t/, = S + 1. 

But, for u = 1 + s from (4.3.3) ;:~~; = 0, and therefore w( :1:') reaches its extrema. at 

'It = ,.; + 1. Vvc substitntc /I = ,.; + 1 int.o (4.3.1) so that t.he ext.rernn of w(:v') is Oll 
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the circle v 2 + w 2 = C'l - 1 and satisfies 

Second, we consider the connectillg orbit U2 -t U1 as shown in Fig.4.3.3 

u w u=s+l 

_u=s+ 1 

(a) (b) 

Fig.4.3.3 

Similarly to the previous case, for II-component of this orbit, we have 

$ - VC; :s 1/ :s 112; 

for v-component 

and w-component satisfies 

Finally, cOllsicier t.he conneetillg orbit U1 -t [/." as shown in Fig.4.3.4. 
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u w u=s+l 

_u=s+l 

(a) (b) 

Fig.4.3.4 

Similarly to the previous two cases, the u-component of this orbit reaches its ex

trema on the surface (1~', = 0, the v-component. of this orbit reaches its extrema. 

on the surface (~/~', = 0, and w-component of this orbit. reaches its extrema. on the 

surface'll = S + 1. Therefore, we have 

Thus, t.he proof is completed. 

If aU t.he structures of illtennediatc shock waves exist., then they must cross 

the plane w = s + 1. If we follow tbe classical approach, In order to show the 

existence of these orbits in the 3 x 3 gradient-like system, besides buildillg the 

isolating blocks, we also need the closeness of the level surfaces of the potential 

function. The potential function (loLlS) can be rewritten into 

[ 
'J ') 'J 

P = .5 ('ll/3 - s )u- + (l/, - 1 - .S )v- + (II - 1 - oS )w-] + ell/. + C2 V + Ca, (4.3.6 ) 

where C1, C2, C3 are constants. Thus, t.he level curves of the potential function do 

not preserve the closeness when /I < ,., + 1. Therefore, to prove rigorously the 
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existence of the structures of intermediate shock waves, we can not follow the 

classical approach for two reasons: 

(a) there is no natural isolating block for connecting orbits U1 --r U3 , U2 --r Uj and 

U1 --r U4 ; 

(b) the level surfaces of the pot.ential function are not always closed, and therefore 

can not be easily used to parametrize the connecting orbits. 

Note, that we managed to build an isolating block in the planar case. V\Te used 

orbits of the system to overcome the first difficulty, and used Poincare-Bendixson 

theorem to overcome the second difficulty. 

For non-planar system (4.3.1 )-( 4.3.3), at the beginning of this section, we 

calculated the eigenvalues of the matrix corresponding to the linearized system at 

the singular points Ui. The number of the positive eigenvalues gives the dimension 

of the unstable manifold at. Ui, while the number of negative eigenvalues gives the 

dimension of t.he stable manifold at Ui. 

For U1 --r U3 , the unstable manifold at U1 has dimension 3, and the stable 

manifold at U3 has dimension 2. Similarly, for U2 --r U j , the unstable lllauifoid at 

U2 has dimension 2, and the stahle manifold at U4 has dimension 3. Finally, for 

U1 --r [1.\, the unstable manifold at. U1 has clirnension 3, and the stahle manifold 

at [1.1 has dimension 3. Based on an local existence theorem [18] and its an global 

ext.ension theorem Udock's theorem), if t,he sum of t.he dimcllsion of the unstable 

manifold and the dimension of stable manifold is (11 + jJ), p ~ 0, n is the number 

of equations, and t.hey intersect transversely, then there is a (p - 1 )-parameter 

family of the connecting orbits between these two singular points. Therefore. it is 

plausible to expect a one-parameter family of t.he connecting orbits for Uj --r U3 

and U2 --r U1, and a two-parameter family of the connecting orbits for Uj --r Uj • 

In the following discussion, we consider the model system (4.3.1 )-( 4.3.3) with 

lL = 1, v_ = 1, w_ = O. '~Te illustrate the dimension of the manifold of the 

connecting orbits for U1 --r U3 and U1 --r [7.1 numerically. System (4.3.1)-(4.3.3) 

was integrated by a fouth order Runge-Kutta method. 

In Fig.4.3.5, the initial values are chosen as small perturbations of the saddle 

U3 belonging to the stahle manifold at. this poiut.. Set %;- = 1. The one-parameter 
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family of the connecting orbits for U1 -t U3 is shown. 

In FigA.3.6 (a) and FigA.3.6 (b), the initial values are chosen as small pertur

bations of the unstable node U1 , belonging to the unstable manifold a.t this point. 

Set ~ = 1. The two-parameter family of the connecting orbits for U1 -t LT.l is 
f2 

shown. 

In Fig4.3.7 (a) and FigA.3.7 (b), set %; = 1. 'VVe show a global picture il

lustrating the unique connecting orbits for U1 -t U2 , U3 -t LT.l , a one-parameter 

family of the connecting orbits for U1 -t U3 and U2 -t LT.!, and a two-parameter 

family of the connecting orbits for U1 -t U.j. 

In FigA.3.8 (a) and FigA.3.8 (b), set ~~ = 0.1. \Ve show a global picture illus

h'ating the unique connecting orbits for U1 -t U2 and U3 -t LT.l , a. one-parameter 

family of the connecting orbits for U1 -t U3 and U'!. -t u." and a two-parameter 

family of the connecting orbit.s for UJ -t U,. 
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Fig.4.3.5 
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Fig.4.3.6 (b) 
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FigA.3. 7 (b) 
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Fig.4.3.8 (b) 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In t.his paper, we have proved a t.heorem of the boundness of t.he st.ructures of 

intermediate shock wave ill the nOll-planar 3 x 3 lvlHD model system. Based on 

this theorem and Poincal'<~-I3elldixson t.heorem, we have built the isolating blocks 

with the non-natural boundaries for the stuctures of the intermediate shock wave in 

the planar ~·/IHD model system. with the proper choice of the 'ratio of the viscosity 

numbers ;~, and then analyticaUy proved the existence of all stuctures of the 

intermediate shock wave in the planar IvlHD model system. In particular, the proof 

of the existence of the st.ructure of intermediate shock wave (the connecting orbit 

for [12 ~ [13) is based on Grobman-Hartman theorem and theorem of contimlOUS 

dependence on t.he parameter for t.he solution of ODE. 

"Te also have point.eel out that the nonlinear stability of the stuctures of the 

intermediat.e shock wave is determined by t.wo parameter which are the initial 

shape of the perturbation (Iud t.he translat.ion .ro. I3ased on the obtained estimate, 

we have proved that. the st.uct.ures of t.he intermediate shock wave is not stable 

uniformly in the viscosi ty strength. 

Finally, we have ShOWll t.he llltl1lericnl result.s for the stuct.ures of the intermedi

ate shock wave in the non-planar lvlHD model. "Te have mentioned the difficulties 

for the analytical proofs of t.hese orbit.s in the previous chapter. Indeed, the further 

study is needed in order to analytically prove this problem. 
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